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1.Read the webpage below. Complete the text with the letters of the correct sentences 

from the following box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. I ride my bike to class every day 

B. I stopped using regular light-bulbs a few years ago 

C. I buy only organic food 

D. I use it as often as I can 

E. I like my hybrid car, but I don’t use it every day 

F. I take my own cloth bags 

 

 تکلیف عید زبان دهم



 

 

 

 

 

2. Read the text and fill in the blanks with the best words.   

              

     There are about 1000 1) ……. of bats, and one or more type is found in every tropical region 

on the Earth. Bats have a sharper sense of hearing to help them overcome their loss of 2) ………; 

they “see” their world through their 3) …….. ears. How do bats’ eyes and ears and brains 

construct the world around them? Whatever those lessons in the evolution of the brain might be, 

they surely apply not only to bats, but also to all animals, and give us insights into how people 4) 

………… from blindness can improve their disability  

to do something unbelievable. By brain scans, it has been shown, like bats, when a blind person 

hears an echo, the vision parts of the brain are activated.  

1-      a) kinds                      b) roles                    c) programs                  d) effects 

2-      a) hearing                   b) sight                    c) tasting                      d) smelling 

3-      a) sensitive                   b) weak                  c) dirty                         d) social  

4-     a) enjoying                   b) insisting             c) suffering                  d) refusing 

 

3. Read the following passage and answer the questions (4 points) 

Although only a small percentage of the electromagnetic that is emitted by the Sun is 

ultraviolet (UV) radiation, the amount that is emitted would be enough to cause severe 

damage to most forms of life on earth were it all to reach the surface of the earth. Fortunately, 

all of the Sun's ultraviolet radiation does not reach the earth because of a layer of oxygen, 

called the Ozone layer, encircling the earth in the stratosphere at an altitude of about 15 

miles above the earth. The ozone layer absorbs much of the sun's ultraviolet radiation and 

prevents it from reaching the earth. 

Ozone is a form of oxygen in which each molecule consists of three atoms (O3) instead of the 

two atoms (O2) usually found in an oxygen molecule. Ozone forms in the stratosphere in a 

process that is initiated by ultraviolet radiation from the Sun. UV radiation from the Sun 

splits oxygen molecules; thus ozone is constantly forming, splitting, and reforming in the 

stratosphere. When UV radiation is absorbed during the process of ozone formation and 

reformation, it is unable to research earth and cause damage there. 

Recently, however, the ozone layer over parts of the earth has been diminishing. Chief among 

the culprits in the case of the disappearing ozone, those that are really responsible, are the 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). CFCs meander up from earth into the stratosphere to form 

chlorine monoxide (CIO) and oxygen (O2). The chlorine then becomes free to go through the 

cycle over and over again. One chlorine atom can, in fact, destroy hundreds of ozone 

molecules in this repetitious cycle, and the effects of this destructive process are now 

becoming apparent. 
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1. According to the passage, the ultraviolet radiation from the sun ……………. 

     a. is causing severe damage to the earth's ozone layer         c. creates electromagnetic 

radiation 

     b. is only a fraction of the sun's electromagnetic radiation            d. always reaches the 

earth 

2. The word "encircling" in line 5 is closest in meaning to ………………… 

       a. rotating                          b. attacking                            c. raising                      d. 

surrounding 

3. It is stated in the passage that the ozone layer …………………... 

    a. enables ultraviolet radiation to reach the earth                        c.  reflects ultraviolet 

radiation 

    b. shields the earth from a lot of ultraviolet radiation                 d. reaches down to the earth 

4. According to the passage, an ozone molecule ……………..… 

    a. consists of three oxygen molecules  

     b. consists of two oxygen atoms        

      c. contains more oxygen atoms than the usual oxygen atoms 

      d. contains the same number of atoms as the usual oxygen molecule. 

5. Ultraviolet radiation causes oxygen molecules to …………………… 

     a. rise to the stratosphere                           c. burn up ozone molecules 

     b. split up and reform as ozone                 d. reduces the number of chlorofluorocarbons 

6. The pronoun "it" in line 11 refers to ………………………. 

      a. radiation                          b. process                         c. formation                       d. damage 

7. Where in the passage does the author explain how much damage chlorine can do? 

       a. Lines 1-3                       b. Lines 9-11                   c. Lines 12-14                d. Lines 15-

17 

8. If another paragraph follows the passage, it most likely discusses ………………….... 

a. the negative results of the cycle of ozone destruction 

b. where chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) come from 

c. the causes of the destruction of ozone molecules 

      d. how electromagnetic radiation is created   
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4. Read the passage and answer the following questions.  

          What’s the difference between travel and tourism? Well, being a traveler is more than 

just being a holidaymaker. A holiday is just a short time away, and it normally involves 

relaxation. Tourists stay in holiday resorts, not travelers. Travelers go for the experience and 

their journeys are usually much longer and more challenging. For example, travelers tend to 

avoid tourist traps and like to go off the beaten track to discover new places. Travel is an 

ancient and age-old phenomenon, but tourism is a relatively recent invention. Thomas Cook 

is often described as the first travel agent because he arranged the “package tour”: a 19-

kilometre trip for 500 people, in 1841. 

          Going overseas in order to experience a different way of life is what many people think 

of as travel, but travel does not necessarily mean going abroad. How many people can say 

they have visited every part of their own country? Many people who live in vast countries 

such as Russia and the USA have only visited a small part of their own country, and so 

domestic travel is also very exciting. It’s a surprising fact that about 75 percent of US citizens 

do not own passports, so travelling does not mean leaving the country for them. 

           Some people can’t travel or don’t like the physical reality of travelling to faraway 

destinations. These days it is easy to be an “armchair traveler”. People can visit distant 

corners of the world or even little known parts of their own country without leaving their 

living rooms. Television documentaries make the world a small place and some people argue 

that travel is no longer necessary. They believe we can use interactive computer programs 

and virtual travel, instead. Enthusiasts argue that by doing this we will have all the good 

things of travel without the inconvenience. 

1. Tourists stay shorter in a place than travelers.   

         a. true          b. false 

2. If we want to make a travel, we must go only to foreign countries.  

        a. true          b. false 

3. Less than half of Americans have passports.             

        a. true          b. false 

4. Armchair travelers prefer not to spend their time in other countries.          

          a. true          b. false   

5. The pronoun “them” in paragraph to refers to ……. 

a. passports                b. Russians             c. Americans            d. cities of the US            

6. What’s the nearest meaning to “inconvenience” in the last line? 

a. difficulty                  b. comfort            c. easiness            d. enjoyment  

7.  To be an armchair traveler does NOT mean to be a: 

       a. distant traveler              b. TV-watcher      c. computer-program user        d. virtual 

traveler                                 

8. What is the most suitable title for this passage? 

      a. Virtual Tourism                        b. Travel and Tourism 

      c. Going Abroad                          d. Tourism Problems 
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5. Read the following passage and answer the questions (0.5 point each= 3) 

     Thousands of earthworms eat metric tons of small pieces of food left over from the tables 

of the rich and famous at South Africa's Mount Nelson hotel, quietly doing it to save the 

planet. Cape Town's oldest and most famous hotel has its own worm farm to help slash waste 

and, ultimately, deal with climate change. "This may seem simplistic but it was simply the 

right thing to do. We're taking responsibility and actually producing something of value out 

of the waste," Sharon, of the five-star Mount Nelson, told Reuters. 

     The worms are kept out of sight of customers enjoying the hotel and surroundings, but 

they bask in pampered luxury in a backroom far away from the presidential suite. Up to 15 

cm (nearly 6 inches) long, the worms, commonly called red wrigglers or known as tiger 

worms, are housed in specially-designed crates and fed vegetable leftovers from the kitchen 

and pricey restaurant tables. 

    Their fluid excrement, or "worm tea," is carefully harvested and used as a prized fertilizer 

in the hotel's rolling gardens, where peacocks parade on manicured lawns. Their other by-

product, vermicast, is a rich compost. "They are a specific species. They love food. They love 

eating decomposing food and they are really good at it. They've got a ferocious appetite," said 

environmental activist Mary Murphy.  

Murphy, one of the drivers of the project, said the potential of such projects was huge. "If we 

think really big ... if everybody took their organic waste and processed it through worm farms 

and we stopped organic waste going to landfill sites, it would have a dramatic impact on 

climate change." "It's incredible. They reduce waste by 70 percent (and) there is no smell 

here," she says, wearing an "I dig worms" T-shirt and surrounded by thousands of the 

munching critters. 

The worms neutralize harmful bacteria, such as Ecoli, and produce beneficial bacteria while 

increasing the levels of nitrogen and potassium in the soil -- elements that help vegetables 

grow. "It is exactly what we need to feed the soil and therefore feed vegetables and feed 

people," Murphy said. 

     Organic waste on rubbish dumps releases carbon dioxide and methane, greenhouse gases 

that trap heat in the atmosphere, adding to global warming. "Methane is particularly bad 

because it has about 20 times greater affinity (liking or sympathy because of shares  
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characteristics) for heat than carbon dioxide," said environmental scientist Roger Jacques. 

The worms prevent this by eating the waste and turning it into stabilized organic matter. 

     The Mount Nelson project is the first of its kind in South Africa, and Murphy wants to 

expand it to the hotel's competitors as well as schools and restaurants. The hotel is processing 

about 20 percent of its organic waste through the worm farm but hopes to extend that to 100 

percent within the next nine months, as the earthworms reproduce and the farm expands. 

Under the right conditions, two worms can become a million in just one year. The project 

may also help South Africa work toward a goal of stopping waste going to landfill sites by 

2022 by encouraging people to find other ways to deal with refuse. "Without a doubt, organic 

waste on landfill sites is what's producing a huge bulk of our methane gas that's contributing 

significantly to climate change," Murphy said. 

1. Where are the worms kept? 

    a)  They are kept inside the hotel rooms.                           c) They are kept invisibly in crates.  

    b)  They are kept over the tables in the kitchen.                d) They are kept on view of all people.  

2. Which sentence is correct? 

    a)  Vermicast is produced by Ecoli.                      c) The worms have no effect on harmful 

bacteria. 

    b)  Worm farms increase organic waste a lot.           d)  Methane gas is produced by organic 

waste. 

3. Based on the passage, when something is incredible it means that it is …… 

     a)  unbelievable                    b)  integrative                    c)  successful             d)  damaging 

4. What is another name for the tiger worm? 

      a)  Worm tea                        b)  Ecoli                            c)  Red wriggler          d)  Vermicast 

5. The higher levels of nitrogen and potassium in the earth are good for ……… 

     a)  raising plants      b) increasing organic waste        c) releasing carbon dioxide     d) 

producing methane gas  

6. What is the best title of this passage? 

    a) Worms neutralize harmful bacteria               c) Cape Town's hotel has its own worm farm 

    b)  Worms can save our planet                          d) Worms love eating decomposing food 

6. Read the passage and answer the questions.  

     Scientists know many things about the Sun. The Sun is more than 4½ billion years old. 

The Sun may seem small because it is about 93 million miles away from the Earth. The Sun  
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is so large that the diameter of the Sun is 109 times the Earth’s diameter. The Sun is made up 

of gases: 75% hydrogen and 25% helium. Hydrogen is the simplest and lightest of all of the 

known elements. You probably know what helium is. It is the gas that can be put into 

balloons to make them stay in the sky and float. Scientists also know the temperature of the 

Sun. The surface of the Sun is about 10,000 degrees Fahrenheit. That might sound hot, but 

the temperature of its core reaches about 27 million degrees Fahrenheit. The Earth and other 

planets revolve around the Sun. Without the Sun, there would be no people, animals, and 

plants because these things need sunlight to live. The Sun also gives out dangerous ultraviolet 

light which causes sunburn and may cause cancer. That is why you need to be careful of the 

Sun and wear sunscreen and clothing to protect yourself from its rays.   

     The Sun is actually a star. It is the closest star to the Earth. Scientists also study other 

stars, huge balls of glowing gas in the sky. There are over 200 billion stars in the sky. Some 

are much larger than the Sun and others are smaller than the Earth. They all look tiny because 

they are so far away from the Earth. This distance is measured in light-years, not in miles or 

kilometers. Stars look like they are twinkling because when we see them, we are looking at 

them through thick layers of moving air in the Earth’s atmosphere. Stars have lifetimes of 

billions of years. They are held together by their own gravity. Over half of the stars in the sky 

are in groups of two. They orbit around the same center point and across from each other. 

There are also larger groups of stars called clusters that make up galaxies. Our Solar System 

is located in the Milky Way Galaxy.  

1. The diameter of the Sun is as large as the Earth’s diameter.       a) T             b) F  

2. The Sun surface has lower temperature than its core.                 a) T             b) F  

3. Not all the Sun lights are safe.                                                    a) T             b) F  

4. One unit of distance measurement is light-year.                      a) T             b) F                                   

5. Less than 50% of the stars are in groups of two.    a) T             b) F                     

6. What is the main idea of this text?  

     a. It is fun to look at the Sun and stars.                    b. The Sun and stars are far away.    

     c. The Sun and stars are larger than you think.       d. Scientists know about the Sun and 

stars.  

7. What does the pronoun ‘its’ in line 12 refer to?       

      a. the Sun                b. the star                 c. sunscreen            d. clothing    

8. What does the word “tiny” in line 15 mean?   

      a. dark                    b. glowing                  c. small                   d. light  

9. What are galaxies?   

10. What should we do to save ourselves from harm of the sunlight? 
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 و در ادامه 

 

 از کتاب شهاب اناری و کتاب کار 4بخش لغت درس                     
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